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1. INTRODUCTION 
If I told you that Blogging could help you quit your day J.O.B., would 
you be interested enough to read further? 
 
And if I told you that the exact same things that are in the pages 
which follow are what my husband and I did that allowed him to walk 
away from his J.O.B. on September 23rd, 2006 – would you be 
interested in seeing how we did it all? 
 
If this interests you – great! 
 
However, there is one more component that is still missing? Do you 
know what it might be? 
 
You see, “interest” alone is not enough – you have to add action to 
your interest in order to get results – and if you don’t, this ebook will 
remain to be just another useless pdf cluttering your desktop.  
 

INTEREST + ACTION = RESULTS 
 
My name is Stephanie Mulac and my husband Greg and I have written 
this guide so that you too can use blogging to generate traffic, build 
your list and earn a full-time living online – with only a part-time 
effort! 
 
But before you get to the “part-time” effort, you will have to take 
action and implement the steps that we have outlined here. We can’t 
guarantee how much money you will make blogging, but the one thing 
we will guarantee is that you won’t make one red cent if you let this 
ebook sit on your desktop and do nothing with it! 
 
One of the biggest keys to our success is that Greg and I both make 
things happen. We don’t just sit around planning and dreaming – we 
put our plans into action and THAT is what makes all the difference in 
the world. You have before you a treasure map and we are about to 
show you where all the gold and riches are buried… 
 
Will you roll the map up and throw it in your backpack, or are you 
ready to start your journey and continue until you find the “X” that 
marks the spot of your future and good fortune? 
 
If you’ve answered yes – then let’s get started!  
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2. OVERVIEW 
 
Blogs are a magnet for traffic, in many ways. Initially, their very 
structure and layout tend to be conducive to good results in the search 
engines. The constantly-updating nature of a blog intensifies that 
effect. Blogs have another traffic advantage that traditional sites are 
largely lacking. There is a vibrant and active blogging community that 
can also help you spur traffic. 
 
Many people start blogging out of a sense of fun and curiosity. After 
that, they hear about ways to possibly profit from the creation and 
maintenance of a blog and they are off and running. Google Adsense, 
for instance, seemed to hold real possibility for revenue production. 

So it becomes an exciting idea. You can create and easily maintain a 
dynamic web site on the subject of your choice and make some 
money at the same time!  
You enjoy writing in the blog and tweaking with its layout and in time, 
you are “sure” the blog will “take off” and earnings would start to roll 
in. 

Wrong! 
You’ve got everything: good content, a popular topic and well-placed 
advertising. But NOTHING is happening.  
 
The reason: few, if any visitors. 

Even after adopting some of the frequently recommended methods of 
generating content, your blog is still only producing a few cents a day 
or a rare, 
occasional sale! 

At this stage a lot of people will typically abandoned their blogs – and 
why not? I mean, if it’s not producing results, then why bother? 
 
But then the idea creeps back in again… What about all of these 
claims of blogs being traffic and income magnets? It’s hard to ignore 
all the people who are profiting from their blogs, so you continue your 
quest and hope that one day you will stumble upon the secret. 
 
The good news is… the “secret” really isn’t all that mysterious and 
elusive. 
 
Ready? 
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The “secret” is: TRAFFIC 
 
Plain and simple… you get traffic to your blog and the rest will follow. 
 
And the REALLY GOOD NEWS IS: 
 
Traffic generation is a simple set of “how to” steps that you can 
perform, automate and implement with no cost and just a small bit of 
know how. 

 

That system of traffic production has some great applications. Of 
course, it can make blogging profitable for those who use Adsense or 
other advertising tools. Just as importantly, it can create an audience. 
Most of us who write blogs do so in order to say something to others. 
A blog may be an online diary for some people, but even many of 
them want to share those thoughts with the world. 

I believe blogging can be fun, therapeutic, profitable and more. All it 
requires is having something to say, saying it the right way and 
helping people FIND the end  result. 

This ebook focuses primarily on helping people to find your blog and 
on convincing them to stop by to read and/or purchase what you 
have to offer. It outlines some powerful ways of creating blog traffic 
and if followed diligently, it will help any blog develop a readership.  
 

~ KEYS TO TRAFFIC 

What produces traffic? What is it about some websites that makes 
them popular destinations for a huge number of visitors? Why are 
some blogs checked out by tens of thousands of people every day 
while others struggle to find a single visitor? The issue of traffic can 
appear to be complicated. There are a variety of factors at play, and 
every strategy can be dissected and the details debated ad infinitum. 

However, there are two keys to traffic upon which everyone can 
agree: Content and Links. 

Before briefly looking at each of these, we should establish some 
context for our evaluation. Traffic can come from a few different 
places. Direct links to your site may produce a stream of visitors if 
those links are in the right places. Search engines, however, offer the 
real key to high volume traffic numbers. Surfers rely on Google, 
Yahoo and MSN to help them find the sites that will provide them with 
the kind of information they are seeking.  
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If your blog comes up early in those search engine results, you can 
expect a significant stream of traffic. 

Content is essential to traffic flow.  
You have to offer something that makes your site worth visiting. 
Content creates repeat visitors, increases their stay, encourages 
word-of-mouth type promotion and assists in improving a blog’s 
standing with the search engines. 

Every link can conceivably serve a traffic producer. If someone finds a 
link to your blog on another site, they are only one mouse-click away 
from being part of your traffic. Search engines also assess the 
number and quality of links to your blog. They regard sites that are 
linked to frequently as authoritative and reward them with higher 
placement in search engine results. 

So, if you want traffic to your blog, you need to do two things: 
Provide content and acquire links. This ebook is designed to show you 
some great ways of doing both. The end result should be higher 
traffic numbers for your blog. 

 
~ POSTING IS KING 

 
A blog is nothing more than a vessel into which we place content. 
Content refers to the materials presented in the blog. Content is so 
critical to the success of a blog, that we are going to address it first 
and look at it in isolation from all of the other traffic-producing 
strategies you can implement. Although there are blogs dedicated to 
podcasting, video casting and photography, this ebook will operate 
from the assumption that the bulk of your blog’s content will consist 
of text. 

The subject matter of your writing can be critical to your blog’s traffic 
potential. The quality of your writing, the uniqueness of your 
perspective, the frequency with which you add content to the blog 
and the way the content is presented will also make a difference. 

 

~ IDENTIFYING YOUR PASSION 

Blogs that tackle a specific and limited range of concerns generally 
tend to outdraw those with a more scattered approach. Blogging 
within a particular niche is usually the best way to experience 
success. However, there are limits to specificity. If one chooses a 
subject area that is too limited, the potentiality for high-volume traffic 
is reduced.  
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Alternatively, if one opts to blog in a well-covered subject matter they 
risk getting lost in the shuffle and not finding a regular readership. 

 

There is no secret formula that will yield the perfect niche for your 
blog. There are, however, some guidelines you can follow when 
selecting a blog topic that will help lead you to a choice that has good 
traffic potential. 

 

First, remember that you will be revisiting, updating, tweaking and 
researching the topic of your blog for as long as you decide to 
maintain it. Thus, it makes a great deal of sense to choose a subject 
matter in which you have a keen interest and a developed knowledge 
base. You may discover that there are a lot of people looking for 
information on widgets and that there are few great sources for that 
information online. However, if you don’t know a lot about widgets 
and find them a complete bore, you will probably have a hard time 
maintaining the site over the long run. 

 

Second, remember that there are two different factors you must 
consider when trying to choose a topic with real traffic potential. You 
will want to write about something in which others are interested. 
There must be a group of people out there who are regularly looking 
for information on your topic. That is a necessary factor. However, 
you must also consider how many other sources of information are 
out there already. It can be very tough to break out in a competitive 
field. 

 

Ideally, you will find a hot topic with little competition. However, that 
is far easier said than done! One could spend days researching 
possible subjects, but at the end of it all – if you select a topic that 
you are passionate about, then you are likely to have a market that is 
plentiful to serve your needs. 
 
Third, remember that although finding an underserved niche will 
make your life easier, it is not necessarily a requirement for success. 
There are some people who will tell you that operating in a 
competitive sector is great. After all, you know in advance that there 
are hordes of potential visitors on a hot topic. All you have to do is 
give them a reason to come to you instead of others. That is, of 
course, easier said than done. However, if you are up for a challenge 
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and believe you can offer something that will truly separate you from 
the rest; you may consider blogging in a competitive field. 

 

~ KEEPING IT FRESH 

People like new information. If they are interested in your topic, they 
want to see more information about it as often as possible. Search 
engines mimic people in that regard. They absolutely adore frequently 
updated sites. They reward blogs that provide frequent updates with 
better locations in search results. Providing regular content is one of 
the best ways to appeal both to your human readers and the search 
engine robots that will lead even more real people to your blog. 

There is no magic number of posts per week you must add to your 
blog. However, the general rule of thumb is that more is better. Some 
bloggers will update their blog several times per day. Others will 
provide one weekly update. 

Finding the right patterns will be a byproduct of experimentation, 
combined with your own personal time limitations and interest levels. 
I personally recommend updating a blog at least a few times per 
week. If you can update more frequently, do so. However, make sure 
these updates offer something of value. Writing for the sake of 
writing may help with respect to fooling search engine spiders, but it 
will undoubtedly antagonize real readers so much as to render the 
strategy useless.  

Those who make a living online will tell you that “content is king.” 
Content is what brings people to any site. It is what keeps them 
there, too. It is also the favorite discover of every search engine 
spider. The more content you have, the better off you are going to 
be. 

Some niches may be so underserved that a blog can continue to 
successfully generate traffic with infrequent updates. However, more 
competitive fields will require more and more content to stay afloat. 

Updates can vary in length. Generally speaking, however, extremely 
short posts will have less value (both to the search engines and 
readers) than more involved writing. However, the desire to provide 
more lengthy and meaningful posts will need to be balanced against 
usability considerations, which we will discuss later. Many will argue 
that content additions that “weigh in” between 250-600 words are 
optimal. 
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~ KEYWORDS & CONTENT 

Search engines operate on keywords. Put simply, keywords are the 
words for which people are searching. By making sure you use these 
keywords in your content, you are more likely to be discovered. 

Thus, you can produce some pretty remarkable traffic jumps by using 
the keyword phrases people are typing into Google. This is obvious, 
but it does bring up a few interesting questions. 

How should I find “good” keywords and how often do I use the 
keywords once I have found them?  

This is a subject of some debate. The question about how many times 
keywords should appear in order to trigger a positive response from 
search engines is a constant topic of argument in the search engine 
optimization field. Some will argue that a keyword should be used 
enough to comprise 3-5% of the total text in any post. 

Others will argue that a higher density is necessary. Some will 
maintain that keyword density is not as important as producing 
content that contains the keyword and related relevant terms. 

There are a few ways of making sure your content does its job when 
it comes to keywords. One is to carefully monitor your use and to 
write posts around popular keywords related to your topic. Another is 
simply to focus on turning out good, relevant content and assuming 
the volume of your output and its overall quality will produce desired 
keyword results. Generally speaking, the best strategy for most 
bloggers probably lies somewhere in the middle of those extremes. 
By producing content with an understanding of keywords while not 
compromising its integrity in an effort to stuff every post with popular 
search terms, one can usually be relatively successful. 

You should strive to make use of your primary keywords in the titles 
of your blog’s posts. And you should also attempt to use those words 
and phrases, along with keywords of secondary importance within 
your posts themselves. 
 
There are free keyword analyzers available online that will give you 
breakdowns of keyword density for your posts. It makes sense to 
check your work against these at least occasionally to make sure your 
content is working its hardest to get you that coveted search engine 
traffic. 

You should beware of overusing keywords. Search engines grow 
smarter all the time, and the days when one could get real results by 
stuffing keywords onto a page without rhyme or reason are gone. 
Remember that the search engine algorithms are designed to reward 
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sites that are using keywords in a valuable context. They are able to 
discern that an endless stream of keywords is probably nothing more 
than an effort to fool their robots. 

 

~ CONTROVERSY 

Nothing gets noticed quite like the controversial. If you are looking for 
a way to get some attention (and, thus, traffic), it is possible to do so 
by taking controversial stands on issues related to your topic. This 
can get you noticed in a hurry! 

However, utilizing controversy as a means of generating traffic is not 
usually a reasonable long-term strategy. First, how controversial can 
you be on a regular basis? If your blog’s success is based upon your 
willingness to take outlandish or controversial positions, you will put 
yourself in a position where you are forced to either constantly one-
up yourself or becoming boring by comparison.  

Second, intentionally taking a non-mainstream perspective just to get 
some attention risks alienating a portion of your potential audience. 
You want traffic, but you would probably prefer that not all of it came 
from people who want to argue with you!  If you have a strongly held 
position that might create some controversy, don’t feel as though you 
have to hold back. Self-expression, after all, is what blogs are all 
about. However, you probably should not fall into the rut of using wild 
claims or inflaming rhetoric to drive traffic to your blog. Instead, 
concentrate on authoring relevant, quality, thought-provoking 
content. 

 

~ CONTENT USABILITY 

Usability, as it relates to online endeavors, can involve everything 
from site structure to color choices. With respect to written content, 
we will primarily be concerned with constructing posts that comport 
with readers’ preferences and expectations for written materials. 

Internet readers tend be “scanners.” They generally scan a page or 
post and then make a determination as to whether or not to invest 
more time and effort in reading the material carefully. If their scan 
does not provide them with something to grab their attention and 
interest, they are more likely to click away than they are to continue 
reading. 

Thus, content should be offered in a way that is easy for users to 
scan. It should also be provided in a way that encourages online 
reading. What does this mean in terms of practical considerations? 



One should offer text in a size that is easily read. They should also 
offer content in the form of shorter paragraphs and make use of 
“white space” to make scanning easier. Long paragraphs are not as 
well-received as shorter ones. 

The choice of a font should be based on readability rather than on 
whether or not one feels it possesses some greater aesthetic value. 

Content usability is important and any blogger truly interested in 
maximizing the comfort and value of the user’s experience. That 
attention to detail can increase repeat visitation and total page views. 

BONUS TIPS 
1. Show Off! Although your blogging software will archive 
your old posts, they probably won’t be seen by visitors who 
didn’t find them via a search engine. That might be fine in 
some cases, but occasionally you will have written a real gem 
that you would love to keep right up in front for all to see. If 
you want to encourage visitors to take a longer look at your 
blog (and to keep coming back for more), consider creating a 
blog “highlight reel” on your blog’s sidebar. You can provide a 
few links directly to some of your best work and maybe even 
provide a tempting excerpt along with the link. 

2. Write it down! Writers are often in the habit of having a 
notepad and pen around at all times. It’s a good idea for a 
blogger, too. Frequent updates are important for a blog’s traffic 
success, and there is nothing more frustrating than 
experiencing a case of “blogger’s block” when you sit down in 
front of the keyboard. If you have an idea for a great post, 
make a note of it somewhere. If you don’t, you are sure to 
forget the idea when the time comes to add more content to 
your blog. 

 

 
 
 

3. BLOG PROMOTION OVERVIEW 
 

After getting your blog up and running there is one thing that will 
separate it from a blog that is read and profitable, and one that will die 
a slow web death until you finally forget about it -- and that is: Traffic. 
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In addition to the basic methods (publishing articles, posting on 
discussion boards, leaving blog comments, distributing press releases, 
etc.) this step-by-step guide will detail many other avenues through 
which you can promote your blog and drive targeted traffic. 
 
~ ORGANIZATION 
 
Before getting started, create a Word or Notepad file with all of the 
URL’s for your blogs, as well as the RSS feed URL’s. (see the next 
section if you are unsure of how to obtain your RSS feed.)  Also 
include a description of your blog and a list of up to 10 keywords.  
Here is an example using one of my blogs: 
 
 
URL: http://www.gregmulac.com/
RSS FEED: http://www.gregmulac.com/feed/
Keywords: SEO, Viral Marketing, Internet Marketing and Traffic 
Generation, Affiliate Marketing 
Description: SEO and Traffic Secrets, Affiliate and Viral Marketing, 
Linking Strategies 
 
 
Repeat this for each blog you own and want to add to the traffic 
resources. Having the information handy is a great habit to get into.  
 
If you have more then one blog, or plan to in the future, another great 
document to make would be one with all the submission links. Break 
this into two different sections like: 
 
1. The links that allow direct submission 
2. The ones that require a user name and password.  
 
Include all of the above in your new file. With this file, and the 
document you just created with you URL’s and keywords, it will make 
this process easier and more beneficial to you as you build your 
business. Just be sure and update it every time you find a new one 
you like. 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.gregmulac.com/
http://www.gregmulac.com/feed/


4. GETTING THE RSS FEED URL 
 

~ WHAT ARE RSS FEEDS 

RSS, or Really Simple Syndication (sometimes referred to as Rich Site 
Summary) is a means by which blogs can broadcast their content to a 
number of services and individuals easily. Some have gone so far as 
to argue that RSS is one of the chief reasons why blogging holds so 
much potential. 

An RSS feed collects the content of your post (depending on your 
software, you can opt to syndicate the entire post, just a headline, or 
some other combination) and then sends it in readable, plain text, to 
any of the targets you might choose. 

Bloggers often submit their RSS feeds to popular blog directories, 
RSS directories and search engines. Users can then find the feeds in 
which they are interested and “subscribe to them,” reading them with 
an RSS feed reader. They may also simply read your feed and then 
hop on over to your site. 

RSS feeds are a great way of promoting your blog. There is also some 
evidence to suggest that RSS feeds can serve to boost the results of 
your blog in search engine rankings. They are also a wonderful way of 
getting noticed by at least one of the major search engines. 

 
~ GETTING YOUR RSS FEED 
 
Find the RSS 2.0 feed or the RSS button on your site – it will look 
similar to this:  
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Click on this and a new browser window should come up.  Make sure 
that the information it shows you matches the blog – it will look like a 
lot of code, but you will see titles and links from your blog that you will 
recognize. Copy the URL from the browser address bar and add it to 
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your list.  
 
(Note: I have occasionally seen an issue where this does not work in 
Wordpress if you haven’t setup an Admin Nickname. If you have a 
problem with the link, check your Nickname settings.)   
 
A Quick Tip: Most people use “admin” or their name for their nickname 
setting; however, this is actually a great chance to get an additional 
keyword included in each post if you use the following technique: 
 
On my treasure hunting blog, 
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/
I changed the nickname from “Greg” to “Lost Treasure Hunter.”  It is 
just a way to add keywords to your blog with only one simple change! 
 
 

5. BASIC INDEXING AND TRACKING 
 
The first thing everyone should do and have is a Google and Yahoo 
email account. 
 
Before you even think of signing up please read the excerpt below 
from my Email training course that I give on picking a name:  
 

What's in a name? In choosing names don't try to be funny or slick;  
The way you should think of this is a lesson I learned going through  
resumes (when I used to have a J.O.B.) People go to a lot of trouble and  
spend a lot of money to have a professional resume done, but make the  
whole thing useless in the first 5 lines! 
 
Think about it... you're going to hire someone, you read their name and  
address and they live close to the job -- so far, so good. Then you come  
to the email address: idiot555@yoohoo.com  Now, without even going on  
to the rest of the information, I have prejudged this person - did you?  
. 

This really becomes an issue if someone is new and sets up a Google 
account.  A lot of new users that don’t have hosting and are just using 
the free blogs, can take advantage of using the Google Page Creator.  
It is a simple way to get some web pages up without any cost, but 
what you don’t find out until you go to create your pages is they’re all 
based off of your user name.  So if we stick with the example above, 
the url would be:  
 
http://Idiot555.googlepages.com/Iwantsellyousomething
 

http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/
http://idiot555.googlepages.com/Iwantsellyousomething
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Now again, would you buy something or even read the information on 
that page? 
 
Here is an example of a Google page I set up as part of a course 
teaching how to use only free resources on the web: 
http://gregmulac.googlepages.com/viralclass
 
These are just some things to think about before you set up your email 
accounts. As always, it is your business and you can do what ever you 
want.  We are just trying to help make it work for you. 
 

 
6. RESOURCES 

 
These are several resources we want to use in both Google and Yahoo. 
We will first begin with Google.  
 

 GOOGLE 
 
From Google we will be using the following resources: 
 

• Mail 
• Google home page 
• Alerts 
• Web Pages 

 
 
Other than having another email account, the only benefit of this is so 
you can use the other Google features offered by having an account.  
 
To begin, if you don’t already have a Gmail account, go here to set one 
up  
 
http://www.google.com/intl/en/options/
 
Find the Gmail Icon on the right side and set up your account. 
 
 
~ Setting Up Your Personalized Google Home Page 
 
If you’ve already got your own Gmail account, you can start at the 
Google home page  and sign in.  Click on Personalized Home in the top 
right corner.   

http://gregmulac.googlepages.com/viralclass
http://www.google.com/intl/en/options/
http://www.google.com/


 

 
 
Then click on Add Stuff,  
 

 
 
and you’ll want to select the link that says Add by URL. 
 

 
 
Just add your RSS feed from the notes you made earlier and hit Add. 
 
Your updates will now be displayed on your home page.  I would 
recommend making this the homepage on one of your browsers.  Any 
time you can make Google check your site is a good thing! 
 
~ Google Alerts 
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From the Google home page select the More link right above the 
search box, 

 
 
and another box will pop up; then select Even More.   
 

 
 
Select Alerts, and enter what you want Google to search for and how 
often you want an email on it. 
 

BONUS TIP 
Bring up a Google search and find a unique name by using a 
combination of your name and the word “sites.”  We used: 
mulacsites.  Before we started this, Google returned 0 hits and 
that’s what you’re looking for; something you can type in and 
find out from any search engine what blogs and sites of yours 
are indexed by them.  You’re doing a lot of work and it’s 
good to know that it is actually working, and to do it with 
just one search it makes life a whole lot easier. When you find 
that unique name add it to all your blogs and sites.  I would 
recommend adding it below the copyright line. In addition, you 
can get an alert from Google when they find your sites by 
entering that as one of your alert searches. 
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~ Google Web Pages  
From the Google home page select the more link right above the 
search box, the box will pop up and again select even more.  Select 
Labs, then select Google page creator, Start making pages and have 
fun.  Make sure to include links to your blogs on your pages! 
 
 

 YAHOO: 
From Yahoo we will want to be using the following resources: 
 
Yahoo Mail 
Instant Messenger 
Yahoo 360 
MY Yahoo 
 
~ Yahoo Mail  
The reasoning behind using Yahoo is the same as with Google.  There 
really is not a lot of benefit to having a Yahoo email account other than 
needing it to use the Yahoo features we want. 
 
To set this up go to the Yahoo home page  and find the Free Mail sign 
up and create your account. 
 

 
 
 
~ Yahoo Instant Messenger 
 
Go to http://messenger.yahoo.com and click on the Get Started 
button.  
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http://www.yahoo.com/
http://messenger.yahoo.com/


 
 
After you have Yahoo messenger set up and running with your happy 
Yahoo messenger box showing you a list of your contacts, go to the 
Messenger tab and click on My Profiles. If this is your first time, you 
will need to set it up. Click the Create/Edit My Profile button.   
 

 
 
After general information is entered or if it is there already, click the 
Finished Editing button. Now click on the Edit Profile information link.  
 
Here, it gives you the option for adding 4 links, your Home Page and 3 
“cool links.”  Use these to promote your blogs. 
 
 
~ Yahoo 360   

 
Again, go to your Yahoo Messenger With Voice box up, and showing 
your list of your contacts. Go to the Messenger tab, click on Go To or 
Launch Yahoo 360 - it will depend on whether this is your first time or 
not. If this is your first time, you will need to set it up. 
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From the 360 page, click on the My Page link, now find the section 
called Feeds and click on the Share Feeds link. This allows you to set 
up 3 more RSS feeds from your Blogs. 
 
A useful feature in 360 is the blog.  Like the blog on MySpace, use this 
blog to drive traffic and link to your main blog or sites.  
 
Yahoo groups is another place to promote if you have the time.  
Whatever market or niche you are in, you can do posts to these 
groups and it gives you a free opportunity to meet people with the 
same interest. Most groups have a section for submitting your site and 
telling about your newsletter. I bet you never guessed, but you can 
track the groups through your new Yahoo 360 groups section! 
 

 
 
The importance of using the Yahoo groups and all the other posts out 
there cannot be overstated. Find a few you like and after setting up 
your information with proper signature files, either answer some posts 
if you feel that you have something to add; or ask a well thought out 
question that you actually need answered. The posts will begin to show 
up in the search engines (and stay there!) and it is just another 
resource that you control. So get out there and use them! 
 
~ My Yahoo 
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This is the same principle we discussed with the Google home page. To 
add your RSS feeds to your My Yahoo page go to the top of the screen 
and click on Add Content. When the next screen comes up, in the Add 
Content section, click on Add RSS by URL line; right click and paste 
the RSS link. 
 
Now select Add. A page with the blog site name and current info will 
come up. Now click on Add to My Yahoo. You should see a message 
that says: This source has been added to My Yahoo! You have now 
successfully added a RSS link to your blog to your My Yahoo page! 
 
A final benefit of Yahoo is if you add the Yahoo toolbar to your 
browser, you can add a button for Myweb , Del.icio.us  and a link to 
your 360 blog where you can just use the blog for Affiliate marketing 
posts. The first two are Social bookmarking sites that you can add 
your blog post to for additional traffic. I would also add Furl when you 
are looking for more to do.  
 

7. TRACKING 
 

I feel that Tracking is one of the most important things you can do. I 
don’t know how you can tell if any thing you are doing is working if 
you can’t track it.  On the most basic level, learn how to add Google 
Channels to your AdSense account so you can at least tell when you’re 
getting AdSense Clicks.   
 
When you’re ready to add some serious power to your tracking, check 
out this product, Adsense Gold Tracking Program to see what it’s all 
about.  I have a free PDF explaining the benefits of it here.   
 

 
8. SUBMITTING YOUR BLOG TO DIRECTORIES 

 
One of the great advantages to using a blog is that you can make use 
of these traditional tactics easily and effectively while also benefiting 
from strategies unique to blogs. An example of this is the blog 
directory. 

Blog directories live up to their name. They are organized directories 
consisting completely of blogs. They will list your blog under the 
appropriate categories with a description and other relevant 
information. 

http://www.adsensegold.com/adsensebook1.php?u=4477edeb6b6d4&a=90percent
http://www.gregmulac.com/freeebooks.htm


The submission process is similar to that required of other directories. 
You may be asked to provide the URL for your RSS feed (if available), 
as well. Often, blog directories request either a link back to the 
directory or the inclusion of a graphical button on your blog as a 
precondition for inclusion. 

As blogging grows in popularity, these blog directories are becoming 
important locations for many searchers. Some people rely on these to 
find timely and interesting information instead of traditional search 
engines. You cannot afford to overlook listing your site on some of 
the more popular blog directories. 

You can find lists of blog directories in many places, or you can simply 
search for blog directories using your favorite search engine. One 
good list of directories can be found at 
http://www.toprankresults.com/blog-submit-list.htm. 

Some of the blog directories also attempt to double as active blogger 
communities. Thus, in some cases it may be necessary to create a 
membership to the site first. This is generally a quick and easy 
process. 

 
Next we will submit your blog to as many directories and communities 
as possible. Although there are vast numbers of them out there, you 
should start with the most popular and effective ones. 
 
~ Technorati 
 
http://www.technorati.com
From the home page select join, fill in the information below and join.  
This is a free service. 
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http://www.toprankresults.com/blog-submit-list.htm
http://www.technorati.com/


 
 
The next step after joining is to claim your blog.  If you look at the 
bottom left under Technorati Tools there is a claim your blog link.   
 

 
 
Click on that link and you will get a box like this:  
 

 
 
After you click the Begin Claim button, just use the quick claim option, 
it lets you insert the Admin Username and Password of your blog and 
it is done fast. 
 
If you don’t want to set up an account and claim your blogs , or if you 
have any issues just use their ping function to get your blog in their 
list. http://www.technorati.com/ping/
 
 
~ Bloggernity 
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http://www.bloggernity.com
 
Click on submit blog and register for a new account.  You will need to 
enter a confirmation code sent to you by email so don’t leave the 
screen you are on.  Go to the email address that you used to sign up 
and get the code.  Once you have that, just click on the confirm code 
link, enter it and confirm.  Now go back to submit blog and add the 
information needed (see the example below) 
 

 
 
Now just enter your information and add blog. They will send an email 
when your blog is added. 
 
 
~ Blogwise 
 
http://www.blogwise.com
 
No sign up needed for this one. 
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http://www.bloggernity.com/
http://www.blogwise.com/


 

 
 
Blog Title 

 
Description 

 
Keywords 

 
Language(s) 

 
Country 

Please choose a country  
Go

 
 
 
 
~ Weblogalot 
 
http://www.weblogalot.com
No sign up needed for this one either and they give complete 
instructions. 
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For Wordpress users adding their ping to a blog, do the following: 
  
Go into Admin 
Select Options 
Select Writing 
 
At the bottom of the screen is Update services.  If blank, just enter 
and update options.  If other links are there, go to the end of the last 
item, do a shift and enter at the same time to move to a new line, 
then copy the http://ping.weblogalot.com/rpc.php   and click on 
Update Options. 
 
~ Ice Rocket (Traffic in less than 24 hours) 
http://blogs.icerocket.com/
 
Select Ping Us! Ping us by the URL of your weblog 
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~ RSS-Network 
 
http://www.rss-network.com/submitrss.php
 
For WP blogs only does not work with Blogger blogs 
 
Select Article Feed and topic specific:  

 

 
 

~ Postami 
 
http://www.postami.com/rss.finder/submit_feed.php
 
Enter the feed URL and hit submit 
Note: Can only do 1 blog per hour for spam reasons 
 
~ Blogsitezone 
 
http://www.blogsitezone.com/addlisting.asp?cat= 
Enter the information and Submit 
 

Add a Blog  

Category:  Home \ Art Blogs
 

Title:   

Url:   

Description: 
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Keywords:   

Your Name:   

Email:   

RSS Feed:   

Submit
 

 

 
 
 
~ Feedgod 
 
http://www.feedgod.com/
Click Suggest a Feed, box comes up, enter RSS feed and Submit 
 
~ Feedbase 
 
http://www.feedbase.net/Add.php
 
Note: This is a 2 step process. Add your RSS feed, then on the second 
page, it shows you the blog details and asks you to add it. Again only 
works for WP blogs not Blogger 
 
~ Blog Digger 
 
http://www.blogdigger.com/add.jsp
 
Straight entering of RSS feed and Submit.  You will see a “Thank you 
we have added and will be crawling shortly” message right above the 
submit line. 
 
Here are some additional ones to go to.  They all require account 
setup. 
 
~ Blogger Now 
 
http://www.bloggernow.com/
 
~ Globe of Blogs 
 
http://www.globeofblogs.com

http://www.feedgod.com/
http://www.feedbase.net/Add.php
http://www.blogdigger.com/add.jsp
http://www.bloggernow.com/
http://www.globeofblogs.com/
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~ Blog Top Sites 

http://www.blogtopsites.com

A few things to gather before you add your blog are a description, 
What I did was just use my About Me section from my blog and then 
you get to add 5 tags (or keywords), so pick the 5 main ones for this 
blog. If you followed the directions above you all ready have this in a 
Word file. 
 
~ Bloghop 
 
http://www.bloghop.com
 
  
 
Now that we have submitted to a few places and have traffic coming in 
we can do a few additional things. 

 
9. PINGING BLOG DIRECTORIES 

 
The ping is another unique tool for blogs that enables you to notify 
blog directories that your site has been updated. A ping is nothing 
more than a quick transmission to the blog directory, notifying them 
that there is new content.  

These pings can send you to the top of the “updated blogs” lists, 
improve your visibility and increase traffic. It has also been shown 
that pinging can alert spiders from search engines to check out your 
site for updates and indexing. 

Pinging should be done every time new content is added to your blog. 
However, if you are adding several posts in rapid succession, you 
may want to either ping only once or spread out your posts over a 
longer period of time. Many directories and blog services do not look 
at over-pinging favorably. 

The easiest way to ping directories is through the use of an 
automated tool. There are two popular pinging devices you can 
access that will notify a host of services every time you have made an 
update. The more venerable of the two is Ping-o-Matic which can be 
found at http://www.pingomatic.com. A newer entry into the free 
ping tool category is Pingoat. Pingoat operates a bit more quickly and 
seems to service more directories. It can be found at 
http://www.pingoat.com. 

http://www.blogtopsites.com/
http://www.bloghop.com/
http://www.pingomatic.com/
http://www.pingoat.com/
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http://www.blogtopsites.com/marketing-seo/"> style="border:none" 
src="http://www.blogtopsites.com/track_44385.gif" alt="Marketing & 
SEO Blogs - Blog Top Sites" /> 

If you are using a Wordpress blog I found this the best place to enter 
the code.  Go into your WP dashboard, click on Presentations.  Click on 
Theme Editor and go into the centerbar.php section 

I added mine right before my Amazon.com affiliate banner, it is the 
real small blue box, so you can get creative and put it where ever you 
would like. 

Update the changes and you are done. 

11. ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC TECHNIQUES 

~ Article Marketing 

As a supplement to your blogging efforts, you can write articles from 
scratch on topics related to your blog’s subject or you can produce 
articles based on posts already placed on the blog. This is an 
excellent method of driving additional traffic to your blogs and it 
should be part of your overall action plan. 

In order to avoid any potential risk of a duplicate content penalty 
from Google or other search engines, it is generally a good idea to 
produce an article that is not merely a word-by-word reproduction of 
an existing post. The risk of experiencing problems is minimal and 
could only occur in some fairly specific circumstances, but the ease 
with which a post can be modified while turning it into an article is 
slight enough to justify taking a little extra care. 

Remember, although the articles will serve as a form of 
advertisement for your blog, they should be informative and 
compelling pieces, not just a direct pitch for visitors to stop by! 
Ideally, your article will serve to show off some of your better writing 
and insight and will persuade readers to take a look at what else you 
have to offer. Well-written pieces are also more likely to be nabbed 
by webmasters on the hunt for free content. 

 

Because there are significant techniques and methods used to achieve 
the most from your article marketing efforts, it is not practical to 
divert here and cover them adequately. You are invited to download a 
free copy of “Traffic Surge,” another one of our ebooks that covers 

http://www.blogtopsites.com/marketing-seo/%22%3E%3Cimg
http://www.blogtopsites.com/marketing-seo/%22%3E%3Cimg
http://www.blogtopsites.com/track_44385.gif
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the topic of Article Marketing in depth. CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD. 
 

~ Squidoo 

A “study” in and of itself - grab the FREE ebook  here . 

~ Social Bookmarking 
There are thousands of Social book marking sites.  I have a list with all 
of them on the same Free download page here . 
 
Remember there are thousands of places to add your blogs for traffic 
the only factor is your time; so come up with a plan and try to add at 
least one new one a day. This will not seem like a lot but the benefits 
will be fantastic if you stick to the plan. 
 
~ Commenting 

One of the best ways to get others to find your blog is by visiting 
theirs and leaving comments about their posts and observations. 
Blogs are often something akin to mini-online communities and 
comments play a large role in the communicative function of blogs. 
Bloggers tend to check the blogs of those who have visited and you 
can develop some regular readers simply by making comments on 
other blogs. 

In many cases, you can leave the URL of your blog in the comments, 
making it easy for all of that blog’s readers to find you, too. 
 
In most cases, a blogger is well-advised to allow comments from 
others. This inspires the sense of interactivity and community that 
makes blogging so attractive. 

You may have to deal with blog comment spam as a result of your 
willingness to accept comments. This can be a hassle, but most 
providers offer tools to help you combat the comment spam. If you 
can do a word or code verification, it will filter out most comment 
spam. You can also choose to moderate your comments, which 
means you will have to personally approve them in order for them to 
appear. This may sound like a good idea, but it can be a really time-
consuming process if your blog develops a “talkative” readership. It 
can also slow down the commenting conversation, which runs 
contrary to your objectives. 

Keep your blog an open forum. Allow as much interaction as possible. 
This makes your blog more interesting and gives you a great chance 
to interact with your readership. You can learn a lot about what 

http://www.90percentattitude.com/trafficsurge/
http://www.gregmulac.com/freeebooks.htm
http://www.gregmulac.com/freeebooks.htm


people are interested in and how to improve your blog by reading the 
comments left by others. 

Trackbacks, which are means by which one blog notifies another of a 
visit and or comment, can also be used for this purpose. Not all 
blogging platforms support track backs, but if yours does, you should 
avail yourself of the opportunity to use them. We’ll go over this in the 
next section. 

The fact that links could be left behind in blog comments led some 
people to use this is a strategy for increasing their total number of 
backlinks in order to help with search engine placement. They would 
leave comments of a suspect nature (or even, in some cases, 
complete gibberish) along with an address simply to claim the 
backlink. Blogging services recognized this growing comment spam 
problem and have taken actions to minimize its effectiveness. 

These safeguards include a “no follow” HTML tag that makes the link 
meaningless in terms of search engines. Some bloggers and services 
also require users to manually type in a code when commenting, 
freezing out automated blog spamming attempts and making the 
process of comment spamming less attractive. 

Comment spam still exists, and it is a hated commodity in the 
blogging community. Thus, if you are commenting on other blogs, 
please make sure your contribution is legitimate and thoughtful. Feel 
free to provide your URL, but don’t turn your comment into mere 
advertising for your blog. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BONUS TIPS 
1 .Be an active participant in the blogging community! 
Find some blogs on your topic that you enjoy and read them 
regularly. Comment when you feel you have something 
valuable to add to the conversation. This can inspire others to 
find you--and they are the kind of targeted traffic you really 
crave. 

2. Engage your readers! When you find comments on your 
blog, respond to them. Keep the dialog going. Blogs are loved 
by many because of their interactive nature. If you can make 
your comment sections lively and interesting it will make for a 
better blog--and more traffic. 
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~ Using Trackbacks 
This is another, often overlooked, way to get traffic. 
 
First, what is a blog trackback? 
 
Trackbacks, which are means by which one blog notifies another of a 
visit and or comment, can also be used for this purpose. Not all 
blogging platforms support track backs, but if yours does, you should 
avail yourself of the opportunity to use them.   
 
Another way of looking at it is, a trackback is a type of blog feature 
that is used to associate blog posts on different blogs - or a way to 
notify a website or another blog that you have published an entry that 
references it. The result of this is that two or more different blogs are 
able to share readers.  
 
The description above is a little hard to fathom, so here is an example: 
 
Say you just posted an article to your blog about Indian Peace Medals 
in Spanish. Now, as you are surfing the Internet, you run across a 
similar or related post on another blog. So, you could use the 
trackback feature to notify the person who posted the other post about 
Indian Peace Medals that there is a similar post on your blog.  
 
Here is the step-by-step procedure that I did for this training: 
 
Site post that I wanted the requesting track back for: http://caza-
perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-
tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
 
 
Now the post on another blog I wanted to request it from, this is the 
same post in English: 
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treas
ure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/
 
So, on that post I go to the bottom of the post, on this one its below 
the Adsense under the post, here is the line it’s in: 
 
Subscribe RSS 2.0 feed. Leave a response, or Trackback from your 
own site. Edit this entry. 
 
Put the mouse over the trackback, right mouse click and copy shortcut 
you will get a link like this: 

http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treasure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treasure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/


http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treas
ure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/trackback/
 
Now we go to the post we want to request it for:   
http://caza-perdida-del-
tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-
medallas-indias-de-la-paz
 
and edit the post. Below the post box there will be a trackback section. 
Click on the plus sign at the end of the trackback line and you will see 
a box like this: 

Send trackbacks to: (Separate multiple URIs with spaces)  
 
So in that box I enter the URL I got from the post for the trackback: 
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treas
ure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/trackback/
 
When finished, Save the post.  
 
The next time the person who has the blog logs into their Blog they 
will see it as a comment needing moderation. This is the one from this 
example: 
 

1. Name: Caza perdida del tesoro | URI: 
http://caza-perdida-del-
tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/
caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-
la-paz/ | IP: | Date: March 3, 2007 

Caza del tesoro para las medallas indias de 
la paz…

Las medallas indias de la paz fueron hechas 
originalmente para los reyes británicos que 
comenzaban en los tiempos pre 
revolucionarios, entonces progresado a tener 
uno para cada uno de los presidentes de los 
E.E.U.U. hasta finales de 1860; s. vienen …  
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http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treasure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/trackback/
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treasure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/trackback/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treasure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/trackback/
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/10/30/treasure-hunting-for-indian-peace-medals/trackback/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
http://caza-perdida-del-tesoro.losttreasurehunting.com/2006/11/02/caza-del-tesoro-para-las-medallas-indias-de-la-paz/
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Edit | View Post | Delete just this comment | 

Bulk action: Approve Spam Delete 

Defer until later  

 
So I approved this Trackback and it shows up as a comment. 
 
You can visit the links above and see what the trackback looks like. 
 
Trackbacks should be used to elaborate on or add to a related post. So 
if your post is on Indian Peace Medals, your trackback on another blog 
should also be about that related subject and not one like Treasure 
Hunting in general or something like that. Blog comments can be used 
for posting non-specific comments on blogs where trackbacks are topic 
related specific posts.  
 
You may have noticed that by using a trackback you are essentially 
placing your link (permalink) on another blog, which creates a backlink 
to your blog. For this reason, when you set up your blog, modify the 
permalink structure to be more search engine friendly. 
 
~ Search Engine Friendly Permalinks 
 
Most Blogs come with the default set so your post will come up with 
just the blog URL and the post number like www.myblog.com/post#1
If you change the permalink structure to include the post name it will 
look like this: 
www.myblog.com/I_get_to_add_my_Title_Keywords_with_no_effort
 
Remember the little thing you do will make a big difference! 
 
~ Blogrolling 

A blogroll is a list of links to other blogs. They can often be found on 
the sidebars of some blogs and are a way of telling readers what 
other blogs they may find of interest. Bloggers are notoriously 
generous about putting other bloggers on their blogrolls and it can be 
a great way of increasing the links to your blog and direct traffic, too. 

Not all blogging platforms support a blogroll, per se. However, any 
blogger can add links to other blogs and sites of interest on their own 
blog. Sometimes this is done as a link exchange, sometimes it is 
simply done because one writer finds another’s site valuable. 

http://www.myblog.com/I_get_to_add_my_Title_Keywords_with_no_effort
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Feel free to add other legitimately interesting blogs to your blogroll. If 
you add a blog, you might want to notify the other blogger. In many 
cases, they will reciprocate. You don’t want to minimize the value of 
your blogroll or to direct your readers to poor sites, so don’t pollute 
your list with a series of sub-par blogs simply in hopes of generating 
backlinks. 
 
~ Forums 

Online message boards and forums are a great way to socialize and 
learn. They are also a neat way to promote your blog. There are 
forums devoted to almost every topic, and with very little research 
you are sure to find an active community of people interested in the 
subject matter of your blog. They can be a great place to interact, to 
refine ideas that may later become staples of your blog, and to enjoy 
yourself. 

Most forums allow participants to have a “signature” attached to their 
comments. A signature usually consists of a name and a few lines of 
additional information about the commenter. These signatures can be 
a great way to let the world know about your blog. 

The term “sigging” refers to using your forum signature as a 
promotional tool. 

 

~ Writing Your Signature Lines 

You want to use your signature as a means of promoting your blog, 
but you don’t necessarily want to convert into a block of advertising 
space. Subtlety is a good idea! Include your name and a link to your 
blog with a brief description. 

Signatures are usually authored via a control panel at the forum. It is 
worth noting that most signatures will not be written in plain text or 
in traditional HTML.  BB Code and other similar styles will be used. 
Invariably, the forum will offer a quick guide to the code so that you 
can construct a signature easily. It is important to make sure you 
have done this correctly--you want to be sure to have created a “live 
link” for your site. 

 

~ Using Your Signature 

Your signature will automatically attach yourself to all of your forum 
posts, assuming you have your settings correct (check your settings 
at the control panel to be sure). 



Resist the urge to post a series of “me, too” responses to threads in 
an effort to get your signature out there. Forums succeed because 
users impart real information and opinion. Make yourself into a 
valuable contributor and it will, in turn, make people more interested 
in pursuing the link in your signature. 

Active participation in forums can be a surprisingly effective way to 
generate traffic. Not only will other forum readers check out your 
blog, you will also find that search engines will spider forums and 
collect your link, adding to your total backlink numbers. 

 

 

BONUS TIPS 
1. Use forums to your advantage! Don’t just look at forums 
as a means by which to promote your blog--use them as a 
community and learning tool. There is a lot of great 
information and expertise being shared in forums and you can 
benefit as much from that as you can from the increased 
exposure for your blog. 

2. Choose strong forums! If you are going to make use of a 
few forums in your “sigging” and learning strategy, choose 
well-populated and vibrant communities. Check to see how 
often new posts are being made and how many people tend to 
be at the forum. You have a limited amount of time, so you 
should spend it in areas that will do you the most good. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12. BONUS TIP: MONETIZE YOUR BLOG 

 
If you are like most people who are reading this, and are interested in 
making an income from your blog, here are some tips that may help 
you increase the content to reach and market to a specific audience. 
 
 
~ USING PAYDOT & AFFILIATE PROMOTIONS TO GET POSTS 
 
I can’t say enough about Paydot, I know the bandwagon is all about 
Clickbank but after you have done this a while I think you will come to 
the same conclusion as I did. 
 
First sign up for a free Paydot account here.
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http://paydotcom.net/?affiliate=34988
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After you get in, there are 3 ways to get the content or promote from 
your blog. 
 
First, find the products that relate to your blog by doing a search of 
the marketplace. Once you’re logged in, you are in the My Account Tab 
by default. If you look across the tabs on the top starting with the My 
Account, you will see the 5th one over is Promote Products tab. Click 
on that, and the line under it will change to the options for that tab. 
 
Select the View Marketplace link, this will bring you to a page where 
you can search by name or use the category links below; we will use 
one of our products for an example. 
 
In the search box enter: Mind Mastery 
 
In the results you should see Mind Mastery Virtual Desktop System 
$18.95 with a description and commission pay out and most 
importantly, the affiliate links below that. 
 
The first thing we need to for any product we want to promote is select 
the Promote link this will bring you into the information provided by 
the vender and give you the URL to promote. 
 
The first section gives you the stats of the activity on your link, so 
unlike other places, you know you’re actually getting credit for the 
links and that they work. When you get your post or banner on the 
blog, you can click on it and see the stats go up. This also lets you 
know you have the link right. 
 
Next, is the link. Start a blank file and add that to it; then if the 
product is like ours, you can go do to the promotional material and 
with just a bit of changes turn the email there into a post with your 
affiliate link included. 
 
You will also see the Banners we have ready for you. I was completely 
banner challenged, but Stephanie and a great friend (and world class 
programmer) Kelly Conway got together and made me a Beta 
Christmas gift to help with my banner issues. Kelly now offers this as a 
free giveaway; so if you’re not afraid to install Microsoft .Net on your 
PC, go visit Kelly at: 
 
http://www.mypeoplesoftware.com/create-affiliate-referral-links.html

http://www.mypeoplesoftware.com/create-affiliate-referral-links.html
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Sign up and get your free copy of the CARL program. I think it should 
have been called GREG, but I am happy to just solve my problems.  
 
The next step is when the product is what you want but the vendor 
has no promotional material. Well this is easy also. Go back to the 
Marketplace where we found the product. The next link after promote 
is Visit Sales Page. I have done some creative copy and paste to come 
up with some posts and documents to use for other marketing. Get the 
info you need from the salesletter, make a document that reads well 
and then use it as a post to promote the affiliate product. 
 
But why did I have to make a document? Well, the next tip is to take 
that document you just made and turn it into a PDF. Make sure to test 
your links first then, find some file sharing services like Limewire and 
Bearshare and put the documents out there. I have seen some great 
results on selling affiliate products that are not a good fit with one of 
my blogs, but something that I want to promote anyway. 
 
Now let’s look at another nice place to get information and add value 
to your readers.  I will show you how I was able to use it of course, on 
one of my treasure blogs. 
 
We’ll be using MIT’s Open Ware Course site. 
 
Now an MIT education is nice but, a FREE one from MIT is better! 
 
I am not saying that you will totally understand quantum physics in 2 
days, but here is just one way to benefit from it -- besides actually 
taking the course yourself and learning. 
 
I will stick to treasure hunting and gold prospecting for the purposes of 
this demo. As you will notice, the main thing they all have in common 
is "Geology." So I will return to the MIT site, and find out what they 
have. 
 
The master course list is here if you have trouble locating it on their 
page: http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Global/all-courses.htm
 
Do not use their search option. It just gives you web results, not the 
site specific ones you need. 
 
Now, by using the “find on page” feature from the browser I find a few 
great choices. (If you haven’t used the search from the browser go to 

http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Global/all-courses.htm
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edit and then click on “find” or “find on this page” -it will depend on 
what browser you are using- enter what you’re looking for and click 
next) 

12.110 Sedimentary Geology, Fall 2004 

12.113 Structural Geology, Fall 2005 

12.114 Field Geology I, Fall 2005 

12.453 Crosby Lectures in Geology: History of Africa, Fall 2005 

 
So, I found 4 possible courses that I can use for content and have 
added benefit to my blog.  If I did nothing but use the course 
descriptions, I have added a few more reasons for the search engines 
to point to my site during searches. But those that know me will 
understand I can’t stop there. I have to have more content before I 
refer people to their nice site. 
 
We will use the Sedimentary Geology class for this example. 
 
http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Earth--Atmospheric--and-Planetary-
Sciences/12-110Fall-2004/CourseHome/index.htm
 
On that page, we have some information we can use for our post.  
Again, just the course description will make a post that is keyword 
rich, but why stop there? 
 
I like the picture they have, so right click and save it to you PC. We 
will add that in the post also.  
 
In looking over the lecture notes I also see they offer 2 PDF’s on 
Alluvial Fans. Alluvial is a great keyword and we will add that to the 
post.  So taking what we have, let’s make this a value added post for 
our readers. 
 
We need a title for the post. My first thought on this is:  
 
“Using MIT as a Treasure Hunting and Gold Recovery Resource” 
 
Now the post text: 
 

http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Earth--Atmospheric--and-Planetary-Sciences/12-110Fall-2004/CourseHome/index.htm
http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Earth--Atmospheric--and-Planetary-Sciences/12-110Fall-2004/CourseHome/index.htm


While on one of my internet treasure-hunting expeditions, I came 
across a great resource for the Gold miner and panner to use. 
 
MIT has been offering access to their courses for non credited use to 
the public to help with their education, and as a fellow Heavy Mineral 
Hunter and rockhound I wanted to share this resource with you. 
 
 
The course is on Sedimentary Geology and here is a brief course 
overview: 
 
 

 
 
 
This course covers sediments in the rock cycle, production of 
sediments at the Earth's surface, physics and chemistry of 
sedimentary materials, and scale and geometry of near-surface 
sedimentary bodies, including aquifers. We will also explore topics like 
sediment transport and deposition in modern sedimentary 
environments, burial and lithification, survey of major sedimentary 
rock types, stratigraphic relationships of sedimentary basins, 
and evolution of sedimentary processes through geologic time.  
 
Go here to see the course and download it for yourself 
 
http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Earth--Atmospheric--and-Planetary-
Sciences/12-110Fall-2004/CourseHome/index.htm
 
No matter what you enjoy finding, gold, diamonds or any other heavy 
mineral of value, knowing about basic geology will be a great help in 
leading you to that exciting find. 
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http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Earth--Atmospheric--and-Planetary-Sciences/12-110Fall-2004/CourseHome/index.htm
http://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/Earth--Atmospheric--and-Planetary-Sciences/12-110Fall-2004/CourseHome/index.htm
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See the post here:  
 
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2007/03/13/using
-mit-as-a-treasure-hunting-and-gold-recovery-resource/
 
This exercise will also open your mind to where you can obtain content 
for creating your own products and selling them through affiliate 
programs like previously mentioned. 
 
 

13. SUMMARY 
 
 
There a hundreds, if not thousands of methods to drive traffic to your 
blogs and I have attempted to touch on a large portion of the more 
popular ones here. There are new sites emerging all the time and with 
the education you just received, you should have no trouble spotting 
the new ones. 
 
If you have any questions, checkout the resources below or feel free to 
email me at gregmulac@gmail.com. 
 
Good luck on your blogging adventure! 

Greg 
 

14. RESOURCES & FREE BONUSES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

"MUST HAVE" Services  
We Recommend: 

There are very few times when we say something is an 
absolute "MUST" - but these are the two exceptions. 

We can't stress enough that these are two areas 
where you don't want to cut corners: 

 
Autoresponder 

 
Hosting 

  

 

http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2007/03/13/using-mit-as-a-treasure-hunting-and-gold-recovery-resource/
http://www.treasurestories.losttreasurehunting.com/2007/03/13/using-mit-as-a-treasure-hunting-and-gold-recovery-resource/
mailto:gregmulac@gmail.com
http://www.aweber.com/?211398
http://secure.hostgator.com/cgi-bin/affiliates/clickthru.cgi?id=percent9


 
 
  
  

 
 

Only for the serious marketer seeking a  
Professional Coaching Program or Professional Fast 
Track Mentoring from Greg or Stephanie Mulac...  

 
 

Click Here To Apply 
  
 
 
 
 

MEMBERSHIP SITE RICHES: 
Are you ready to take your Internet  

Empire to the next level?  
MEMBERSHIP SITES are the path... 

  

  

You really can build 
massive membership sites

quickly and easily with 
Launch Formula 

Marketing. 
 

CLICK HERE To  
Try it risk free  

for 60 days

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(CONTINUED) 
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http://www.elitecoachingclub.com/
http://www.launchformulamarketing.com/members/?rid=1131
http://www.mulacsites.com/lfm
http://www.mulacsites.com/lfm
http://www.mulacsites.com/lfm


OUR FAVORITE RESOURCES: 

 

 

The Marketing 
Nightmare  

- Private Access! 
THE BEST 

INVESTMENT YOU 
WILL EVER MAKE!  

GRAB IT HERE 
  

 

INTERNET MARKETING 
MADE EZ

 

DISCOVER WEALTH & 
ABUNDANCE

 

The BEST Collection of Video 
Tutorials You Will Find! 

8 Killer "How To" Videos

If you've always wanted to get in on the 
$7 Reports Craze that will turn profits and list 
building with ease, THIS IS OUR #1 Software 

Choice: 

RAPID ACTION PROFITS 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(CONTINUED) 
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http://www.themarketingnightmare.com/go.php?offer=90percent&pid=4
http://www.mulacsites.com/immadeez
http://www.mulacsites.com/immadeez
http://www.mulacsites.com/prosperity
http://www.mulacsites.com/prosperity
http://www.mulacsites.com/howtovids
http://www.mulacsites.com/rap


 

 

This is brand new & hot... 

GRAB FAVADS TODAY!

 

JOIN TODAY

VALUABLE CONTENT RESOURCES: 
 

Private Label Club 

Free Monthly Web Sites 
PLR Wholesaler 

  
 

FREE BONUSES: 

 

DOWNLOAD 
HERE

 

DOWNLOAD  
HERE

  

DOWNLOAD 
HERE
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http://fav100.com/?fav=66
http://90percentattitude.tmlcom.hop.clickbank.net/
http://www.plrempire.com/plr/?go=488
http://www.freemonthlywebsites.com/?go=7609
http://plrwholesaler.com/vip/?invitation=6085
http://www.mommysbirthday.com/go/bday9707/InstantBlogCash_MRR2917.zip
http://www.mommysbirthday.com/go/bday9707/InstantBlogCash_MRR2917.zip
http://www.mommysbirthday.com/go/bday97oto/MassiveBlogTraffic_MRR0291.zip
http://www.mommysbirthday.com/go/bday97oto/MassiveBlogTraffic_MRR0291.zip
http://www.mulacsites.com/millionaire/90percent.pdf
http://www.mulacsites.com/millionaire/90percent.pdf
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DISCLAIMER 
The techniques outlined in this ebook are designed to increase traffic levels to virtually any 
blog. However, it should be noted that the author makes no guarantee or warranty regarding 
the levels of traffic that will be produced as a byproduct of these suggestions. Traffic levels are 
influenced by a plethora of variables, and exact predictions are an impossibility. All of the 
methods of traffic generation outlined in this ebook are believed to be efficacious, legal and 
without risk to any user. The author, however, reminds the reader than any and all liability 
associated with the use of the methods detailed herein is to be borne by the reader. The 
author refuses to accept responsibility for any losses, financial or otherwise, claimed to be 
caused by techniques mentioned in this ebook. The author shall not be held liable for any 
damage alleged to arise from the use of information contained in this ebook, including 
damages that are alleged to arise from error, omissions or inaccuracies of any sort. Any 
reader relying upon the information herein or making use of said information does so at his or 
her own risk. The author disclaims any liability and shall not be held liable for any damages 
(including, but not limited to) loss of revenue, loss of profit or loss of opportunity. 
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